The reception of Harvey's doctrines of the movement of the heart and of the circulation of blood was the result of a complex interaction of intellectual, political and social factors. As French's book shows, Harvey's views were not simply accepted or rejected; they were interpreted-and often misunderstood-in the light of different philosophical and religious ideas. In university faculties and colleges of physicians, in both Catholic and Protestant countries, the defence of tradition, order and stability was often invoked against Harvey. Relying primarily upon advice books, pamphlets, films, radio scripts and a series of oral histories with eleven Canadian mothers who used these materials during the years' studies. Dr Arnup notes that there are many historiographical problems in using advice books as historical documents. For example, who actually read these baby care books as opposed to simply putting them on a convenient shelf?; Was the advice actually followed?; How did these advice books change child rearing practices? Citing the work of social historian Jay Mechling, she correctly notes what many paediatricians have known for years: "there is no persuasive evidence that the official advice affects the parent's behavior" (p. 123). Nevertheless, the historical documentation Arnup provides to assess the impact of child-care advice manuals on the daily lives of Canadian mothers is an almost exclusive use of these advice manuals and materials.
The book briefly discusses the rise of infant health as a social and political issue in Canada during the early decades of the twentieth century. The alarming rates of infant and maternal mortality during these years in Canada, as well as in many other industrialized nations of the era, were instrumental in the movement to educate and medicalize motherhood. Amup Perhaps most jarring is that a key historical voice is essentially absent in Education for
